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Insurers will be able to do checks. Vladimir Filonov

When insurance companies and dealerships are put in charge of motor vehicle technical
inspections instead of the Interior Ministry, a certificate of conformance will cost no more
than 2,000 rubles ($70), the Economic Development Ministry said.

President Dmitry Medvedev has signed a law transferring control over vehicle inspections
from the Interior Ministry to the Russian Union of Automobile Insurers and mandating that
an inspection certificate be required in order to obtain obligatory automobile insurance.
The law will come into effect on Jan. 1.

"The maximum cost of a vehicle inspection today is estimated at 2,000 rubles," said Yevgeny
Kovtun, a department deputy director at the Economic Development Ministry. Now, via
official channels, the inspection certificate will cost much less.
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There will be two ways to get one: via the Interior Ministry (by paying only the state duty
of 600 rubles), and via commercial service providers licensed by the ministry (by paying
the duty and for an instrument test — only 1,130 rubles). There are currently about 3,000
places to get a vehicle inspection — of them only 600 are run by the Interior Ministry.

The new price covers the more than 40 procedures performed at an inspection, Kovtun said.
But that price may drop. In the fall, Kovtun said, the ministry will conduct a revision of the
inspection guidelines and clarify whether all the procedures are necessary. As a result, he
promised, the price will go down.

At dealerships the usual cost of a technical inspection is 700 rubles for domestic cars to 4,000
rubles for luxury vehicles, said Dmitry Gulin, a board member at Avtomir. Regardless of the
price of an inspection, dealerships want to profit from the activity, he said.

Svetlana Nikitina, vice president of the Russian Union of Automobile Insurers, said
the number of inspection providers will grow to 10,000.
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